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Density functional approach to the band gaps of finite and periodic two-dimensional systems
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We present an approach based on density functional theory for the calculation of fundamental gaps of both
finite and periodic two-dimensional (2D) electronic systems. The computational cost of our approach is compa-
rable to that of total energy calculations performed via standard semilocal forms. We achieve this by replacing
the 2D local density approximation with a more sophisticated—yet computationally simple—orbital-dependent
modeling of the exchange potential within the procedure by Guandalini et al. [Phys. Rev. B 99, 125140 (2019)].
We showcase promising results for semiconductor 2D quantum dots and artificial graphene systems, where the
band structure can be tuned through, e.g., Kekulé distortion.
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the past decades, the ability to produce two-
dimensional (2D) electron gas has led to the discovery of new
physical phenomena and applications, including the integer
and fractional quantum Hall effect, semiconductor nanode-
vices such as quantum dots, and a variety of topological
quantum systems [1]. On the other hand, the discoveries of
atomic 2D materials, such as graphene, have inspired band-
structure engineering in a variety of 2D systems [2–11]. In
addition, the recently discovered properties of twisted bilayer
graphene [12–14] have led to the next phase of so-called
designer materials [15–21].

Density functional theory (DFT) can provide a practical yet
sufficiently accurate approach to compute the electronic struc-
ture of 3D materials and quantum confined low-dimensional
systems [22]. The reliability of the results depends on the
choice to approximate the exchange-correlation (xc) energy
functional [23–25], which accounts for the many-body effects
beyond the (classical) Hartree interaction. To examine 2D
systems, the standard reference to the 3D electron gas used
to derived approximate semilocal functional forms for atoms,
molecules, and solids must be replaced by the 2D electron
gas. Although numerous forms have been derived by now
for 2D systems [26–44], the computation of band gaps sets
additional, nontrivial, challenges.

From the experience with 3D materials, it is known that
standard semilocal DFT approximations (DFAs) often under-
estimate the actual band gaps, because they miss a crucial
discontinuous shift in the xc potential. Accurate band gaps
can be obtained from advanced many-body approximations
such as calculations of Hedin’s GW approximation (GW)
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[45–48] or by using orbital-dependent DFT functionals, e.g.,
hybrids [49–54]. However, these approaches are computation-
ally demanding. Further progress can be made by upgrading
semilocal DFAs to consistent ensemble-DFT (EDFT) forms
[55–58], by switching to a recently introduced “N-centered”
EDFT [59–61], or via nonvariational models of the xc poten-
tial which can balance simplicity and accuracy [62–74]. The
latter option is the thread that we follow here.

In this paper, we extend the approach presented in Ref.
[75]—which focused on finite systems—to compute the fun-
damental gaps of both finite and periodic 2D systems. We
keep the computational cost restricted at about the level of
a ground-state calculation performed by means of a standard
semilocal approximation, then followed by an additional iter-
ation at almost no extra cost. As a key step beyond what was
done in Ref. [75], we “transfer” the GLLB model potential
by Gritsenko et al. [62] and its modifications by Kuisma
et al. [64] from the domain of 3D atomistic materials to 2D
semiconductor devices.

The details of the extended modeling and the employed
procedure, including a brief introduction to the relevant as-
pects of DFT, are described in Sec. II. In Sec. III we
demonstrate the performance of the approach in two relevant
sets of applications. They comprise finite 2D quantum dots
and two types of periodic 2D systems, i.e., artificial graphene
and its Kekulé variant. Our conclusions are summarized in
Sec. IV.

II. THEORY

In the Kohn-Sham (KS) DFT approach, the total energy of
a 2D system with N electrons is expressed as a functional of
the particle density n as follows:

E [n] = TKS[n] +
∫

d2r v0(r)n(r) + EH[n] + Exc[n], (1)
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where TKS[n] is the KS kinetic energy, v0 is the external po-
tential of the system (explicit examples are given in Sec. III),
EH is the Hartree energy, and Exc is the xc energy of the 2D
system. The KS equation reads[

−∇2

2
+ v0(r) + vH[n](r) + vxc[n](r)

]
ϕ j (r) = ε jϕ j (r),

(2)

where

vH[n](r) =
∫

d2r′ n(r′)
|r − r′| (3)

is the Hartree potential and

vxc[n](r) = δExc[n]

δn(r)
(4)

is the xc potential. The exact Exc and vxc subsume the effects
of the electron-electron interaction including those beyond
simple mean-field modeling. The electronic density is ob-
tained from the KS orbitals as

n(r) =
occ.∑
j=1

|ϕ j (r)|2, (5)

where the index j of the occupied single-particle KS orbitals
ϕ j includes spin.

An approximation for vxc[n] can be obtained from the func-
tional derivative of an approximate Exc according to Eq. (4).
In this paper, instead, we directly model vxc for practical
purposes. Preserving the variational character of the exact
vxc is not central in this paper because we are after energies
differences at prescribed system geometries. These energy
differences can be determined via KS eigenvalues directly as
specified in Sec. II B.

A. Modeling the xc potential

We begin with considering the exchange component vx of
the xc potential vxc (notation [n] omitted for brevity below).
The Krieger-Li-Iafrate (KLI) potential [76] (usually) consti-
tutes a useful approximation for exact vx, for both finite and
extended systems [77,78]. In 2D, the KLI expression is given
by

vKLI
x (r) = vSl(r) +

occ.∑
i=1

wi
|ϕi(r)|2

n(r)
, (6)

where

vSl(r) = 1

n(r)

occ.∑
i=1

|ϕi(r)|2uxi(r), (7)

with

uxi(r) = −
occ.∑
j=1

ϕ j (r)

ϕ∗
i (r)

∫
d2r′ ϕ

∗
i (r′)ϕ j (r′)
|r − r′| , (8)

is the Slater (Sl) potential. The term wi in Eq. (6) is written as

wi =
∫

d2r
{
vKLI

x [n](r) − uxi[n](r)
} |ϕi(r)|2. (9)

According to the (3D) GLLB approach [62], the key
features of the KLI potential can be captured by a computa-
tionally simple model potential. In 2D, we first consider the
second term in Eq. (6). This term is crucial as it exhibits
a nonvanishing discontinuity at an integer electron number
(more below). Therefore we replace wi in Eq. (9) by

wi → w2DGLLB
i ≡ K 2D

x

√
μ − εi, (10)

where μ is the chemical potential and K 2D
x = √

2/π ≈ 0.4502
is a constant determined to exactly reproduce the case of
the homogeneous 2D electron gas. In particular, the 2D lo-
cal density approximation (2DLDA) corresponds to v2DLDA

x =
− 2

π

√
2πn and v2DLDA

Sl = 2ε2DLDA
x = 4

3v2DLDA
x (Ref. [79]).

Next, analogously to the original GLLB model potential,
we approximate the Slater potential with Becke’s B88 ex-
change functional [80]. However, here we use the 2D version
of the B88 (2DB88) derived in Ref. [39]. Thus we set

vSl → v2DGLLB
Sl ≡ 2ε2DB88

x . (11)

This approximation correctly captures the long-range limit
vSl(r 	 1) ∼ −1/r. This feature is of particular importance
in finite systems in order to correctly describe the tail of the
xc potential.

In periodic systems, the aforementioned long-range behav-
ior is still pertinent for well-separated centers. Yet, it may
overall be expected to play a less prominent role than for
finite systems. Here, we follow an adaptation of the GLLB
to atomistic 3D periodic systems which is known under the
acronym GLLB-SC, where “SC” stands for solids and correla-
tion [64]. The GLLB-SC involves a Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof
(PBE)-like approximation (a generalized-gradient approxima-
tion) for solids [81], i.e., PBEsol. The difference between
PBEsol and the regular PBE is essentially in the way the
gradient corrections are weighted.

However, PBEsol and PBE approximations in 2D are—to
the best of our knowledge—not available. Thus partially sac-
rificing higher accuracy that may be achieved, we shall ignore
gradient corrections in εx for the periodic cases. Furthermore,
we shall also use the 2DLDA for the correlation potential
[26,79,82] in all the cases.

In summary, we propose

v2DGLLB(−SC)
xc = 2ε2DB88(−2DLDA)

x + K 2D
x

occ.∑
i=1

√
μ − εi

|ϕi|2
n

+ v2DLDA
c ,

(12)

where the grouping of the terms and notation are intended to
emphasize that the difference between these versions of the
2DGLLB and 2DGLLB-SC is confined within the way εx is
approximated. Although, as explained above, the present ver-
sion of the 2DGLLB-SC is not yet fully optimal as compared
with the 3D analog [64], it may be further improved.

B. Discontinuity of the model potential

In EDFT [83–85], the fundamental gap can be expressed
as the sum of two contributions:

G� = �KS + �xc, (13)
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where �KS is the KS gap and

�xc = lim
δN→0+

{vxc(r)|N+δN − vxc(r)|N−δN } (14)

is referred to as the discontinuity of the xc potential.
Using Eq. (12) in Eq. (14), we obtain

�2DGLLB(−SC)
xc (r) = K 2D

x ×
occ.∑
i=1

(√
εL − εi − √

εH − εi
) |ϕi(r)|2

n(r)
,

(15)

where εL (εH) stands for the lowest (highest) unoccupied
(occupied) single-particle level; i.e., the bottom (top) of the
conduction (valence) band. Note that �KS = εL − εH. Also
note that the �2DGLLB(−SC)

xc in Eq. (15) originates solely from the
term of Eq. (12) which depends explicitly on the orbitals via√

μ − εi
|ϕi|2

n . Yet, all the terms of the xc potential in Eq. (12)
can affect any finite value of �xc.

It is noteworthy that the expression in Eq. (15) is position
dependent, while the exact discontinuity is a constant. There-
fore first-order perturbation theory was employed by Kuisma
et al. [64] in the modification of the GLLB result for band
gaps. Following the same approach in 2D, we get

�̄2DGLLB(−SC)
xc ≡ 〈ϕL|�2DGLLB(−SC)

xc (r)|ϕL〉. (16)

However, according to our tests (not reported here),
Eq. (16) fails to reproduce accurate fundamental gaps for

single quantum dots. To remedy this issue, we evaluate �xc

by following the procedure detailed in Refs. [70,75]. It may
be useful to summarize below the key steps.

First, at the level of the KLI approximation for exact ex-
change only, we have the exact expression [75]

�KLI
x = ε̃KLI

H,N+1 − εKLI
L,N . (17)

Here, the superscript “∼” indicates that the frozen orbital ap-
proximation must be employed in computing the potential that
generates ε̃H,N+1. Thus the evaluation of �KLI

x only requires a
one-shot iteration for a system with N + 1 electrons, so that
the converged N-electron ground state is used as the initial
state for this one-shot computation.

Next, we may invoke the LDA in Eq. (17) as follows:

�2DLDA
xc = ε̃2DLDA

H,N+1 − ε2DLDA
L,N . (18)

We point out that in this step we also assume that the correla-
tion may be treated in a straightforward fashion as above. This
yields nonvanishing contributions for finite systems and thus
rather accurate fundamental gaps [75].

For the 2DGLLB(-SC) model potential, we readily get

�2DGLLB(−SC)
xc = ε̃2DGLLB

H,N+1 − ε2DGLLB(−SC)

L,N . (19)

Equations (17)–(19) involve eigenvalues, which are obtained
by solving the KS equations for the corresponding approxi-
mate xc potential. Equation (19) differs from Eq. (16) by

�2DGLLB(−SC)
xc − �̄2DGLLB(−SC)

xc = 〈ϕL|vH[n + nL] − vH[n]|ϕL〉 + 〈ϕL| K 2D
x ×

occ.∑
i=1

√
εL − εi

[ |ϕi(r)|2
n(r) + nL(r)

− |ϕi(r)|2
n(r)

]
|ϕL〉 . (20)

Yet, for extended periodic systems, Eq. (19) can reduce to
Eq. (16). The proof given for regular 3D cases by Baerends
[70] applies with minor modifications to analogous 2D cases
as well. The key assumption is that an electron added to an
extended system will spread over the entire structure. Then in
Eq. (20), n + nL → n in the macroscopic limit. In the same
limit, it should be noted that Eq. (18) yields �2DLDA

xc → 0. This
problem can be avoided by using the proposed 2DGLLB-SC
model.

III. APPLICATIONS

We have implemented the 2DGLLB(-SC) potential in a
local version of the OCTOPUS software package [86–88]. The
OCTOPUS code solves the KS equations on a regular grid
with Dirichlet or periodic boundary conditions without being
bounded to any particular choice of the basis set. All the
fundamental gaps shown in this paper are converged to the
fourth significant digit.

A. Finite systems: Semiconductor quantum dots

1. Model and parameters

As our first application of the proposed approach we ex-
amine the fundamental gaps of single quantum dots (QDs)
containing N interacting electrons. We consider the con-
ventional model for semiconductor QDs [89] by using the

effective mass approximation with the parameters for GaAs,
i.e., m∗ = 0.067me and ε = 12.4ε0, and a harmonic confining
potential with an elliptic deformation. In effective atomic units
(eff. a.u.), used here and throughout, we have

v0(r) = 1

2
ω2(x2 + α2y2), (21)

where ω determines the strength of the confinement and α

defines an elliptical deformation. If α = 1, the degeneracy of
the single-particle levels is removed.

The simulation box containing the real-space domain is a
circular cavity with a radius of R = K/

√
ω, where K = 5.0

is used for N = 2, 4, 5 and K = {6.0, 6.5, 7.0, 7.5, 8.0, 8.5}
is used for N = {6, 12, 20, 30, 42, 56}, respectively. The grid
spacing is g = 0.1/

√
ω.

2. Results

Figure 1 shows the 2DGLLB, KLI, and 2DLDA exchange
potentials vx as a function of the QD radius r computed for
a QD with α = 1, N = 20, and ω = 0.5. The 2DGLLB and
2DLDA potentials are evaluated non-self-consistently for the
converged KLI ground state. We find that both the 2DGLLB
and 2DLDA overestimate the KLI potential, but the 2DGLLB
is considerably closer to the KLI than the 2DLDA. v2DGLLB

x �
vKLI

x because, as numerically verified, w2DGLLB
i � wi. We also

note that the shell structure of the QD is better reflected in the
2DGLLB potential than in the 2DLDA potential.
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FIG. 1. Non-self-consistent exchange potential vx of a quantum
dot with N = 20, α = 1, and ω = 0.5 computed within different
approximations.

Figure 2 shows the difference vx − vSl for the same case
as in Fig. 1. The 2DLDA is both quantitatively and qual-
itatively different from the KLI. In particular, the 2DLDA
potential cannot capture the correct shell structure of the
QD. In spite of an almost constant shift, the 2DGLLB re-
sult resembles the KLI, whereas the 2DLDA has a flatter
profile.

Next, let us recall that the ionization potential and the
electron affinity are given by I ≡ εH and A ≡ εL + �xc,
respectively. Here, εH refers to the energy of the highest
occupied KS state, and εL refers to that of the low-
est unoccupied KS state. According to Eq. (13), we thus
have G� = A − I for the fundamental gap. As explained
in Sec. II B, �xc can be evaluated according to Eq. (18)
in the 2DLDA case and Eq. (19) in the 2DGLLB(-SC)
case.

Figures 3 and 4 visualize all the aforementioned quantities
for QDs with varying ω and N , respectively, computed at
the level of various exchange-only (x-only) approximations.
Using, again, the KLI results as a reference, we note that
the 2DLDA overestimates both the ionization potential and

FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1 but for the non-Slater part of the exchange
potential, i.e., vx − vSl.

FIG. 3. Ionization potential (bottom bar value) and electron affin-
ity (top bar value) of elliptic quantum dots with N = 12 and α = 1.05
for varying confinement strengths ω computed within different ap-
proximations. The upper (lower) values of the bars correspond to
electron affinities (ionization potentials), and the length of the bars
corresponds to the fundamental gaps. The crosses indicate the KS
contribution to the fundamental gap relative to the lower end of the
bars. The correlation contributions are ignored in all the cases. The
quantities are reported in eff. a.u. (see Sec. III A 1).

electron affinity for all the QDs. This is due to the inaccu-
rate KS eigenvalues εH and εL resulting from the erroneous
long-range behavior of the 2DLDA x potential. We also note
that the 2DLDA tends to underestimate the fundamental gaps,
even though the errors in A and I are at least partly can-
celed out in G�. In 2DGLLB instead the ionization potentials
and electron affinities are improved individually. This can
be ascribed to the improved description of Slater potential
(especially of its tail) obtained via the 2DB88 approximation.
The 2DGLLB slightly overestimates (underestimates) the fun-
damental gaps at lower N (at higher N). Overall, the accuracy
of the 2DGLLB for the fundamental gaps is comparable to
that of the 2DLDA.

In detail, the mean absolute error for the ionization po-
tentials is 0.06 (0.25) in the 2DGLLB (2DLDA) case. For
the electron affinities the error is 0.09 (0.22) in the 2DGLLB
(2DLDA) case. Finally, for the the fundamental gaps the error
is 0.03 (0.03) in the 2DGLLB (2DLDA) case. Furthermore—
in line with the expectation that the 2DGLLB-SC potential is
less adapted than the 2DGLLB potential to deal with finite
systems—the 2DGLLB-SC mean absolute errors are 0.16,
0.18, and 0.04, respectively. We will consider the 2DGLLB-
SC case in more detail for 2D periodic systems in the next
section.

Finally, we examine cases for quantum dots including cor-
relations. Here, we consider a set of parabolic QDs (α = 1)
with ω = 0.35 and N = 2 · · · 6 for which numerically exact
configuration interaction results are available [90]. Our results
are shown in Fig. 5. Overall, both 2DGLLB and 2DLDA
yield accurate results in all considered cases. In particular,
the 2DGLLB slightly underestimates the gap for all cases,
while the 2DLDA underestimates the gap for closed-shell sys-
tems (N = 2, 6) and overestimates the gap in the open-shell
systems (N = 4, 5). Both A and I are systematically more
accurate in 2DGLLB than in 2DLDA. The mean absolute
error for the fundamental gaps is 0.025 and 0.029 for the
2DGLLB and 2DLDA case, respectively.
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FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3 but for a fixed value of the confinement strength ω = 0.5 and varying number of electrons N .

B. Periodic systems: Artificial graphene

1. Model and parameters

To test the proposed approach in periodic 2D systems,
we consider artificial graphene [2–9,91] (AG) and its Kekulé
distortion leading to a band-gap opening [6,7]. In particular,
we focus on AG realized in nanopatterned 2D electron gas in
GaAs heterostructures [2–5,91] that can be modeled in real
space with a hexagonal array of QDs [5,92]. This system
shows Dirac cones similar to conventional graphene, and the
band structure can be tuned at will through, e.g., Kekulé
distortion.

In Fig. 6, we show schematic figures of the AG and its
Kekulé distortion (left), together with the rectangular unit
cells for both cases (right). The calculations were performed
in a nonprimitive cell due to numerical restrictions, and thus
the bands had to be unfolded as described in Refs. [5,92]. The
lattice constant is set to a = 150 nm, and the QDs are modeled
by a cylindrical hard-wall potential with radius R = 52.5 nm.
The grid spacing is set to ≈2.45 nm. The potential depth of
each QD is V0 = 0.60 meV, and in the Kekulé case, two of the
four QDs in the unit cell are lowered by up to �V0 = 0.4 meV.
We use the same GaAs parameters as in the previous section
(m∗ = 0.067m0 and ε = 12.4ε0). We set four electrons in a
unit cell, so that each QD is occupied by one electron. Such a
low-density system is experimentally viable [93–95].

FIG. 5. Fundamental (Fund.) gaps for quantum dots with α = 1,
ω = 0.35, and varying number of electrons N with correlation con-
tributions included. GMB

E ,N is the full configuration interaction value
from Ref. [90]; G2DLDA

E ,N is obtained with 2DLDA as explained in Ref.
[75]; G2DGLLB

E ,N is obtained with the 2DGLLB approximation according
to Eq. (19).

The irreducible Brillouin zone is sampled with a 12 × 12
regular grid according to a modified Monkhorst-Pack scheme
[96]. In order to compute the band structure, we sample 100
equally spaced k points along the path 	-M-K-	. Here, we
will show energies in meV and lengths in nanometers in
accordance with previous works [3,5,92].

2. Results

In the upper panel of Fig. 7, we show the energy bands of
the AG computed with 2DLDA, 2DGLLB-SC, and 2DGLLB,
respectively. As expected, all the cases show Dirac cones with
linear dispersion relation at the K point. Since AG is a periodic
system, �LDA

xc = 0. Because AG is a semimetal (with zero
band gap), the top of the valence band and the bottom of the
conduction band have the same energy, i.e., εL = εH. Thus
also �2DGLLB(−SC)

xc = 0. The 2DGLLB(-SC) results show slightly
smaller band dispersion than the 2DLDA counterpart.

In the lower panel of Fig. 7, we show the energy bands of
AG with Kekulé distortion (�V0 = 0.30 meV). As expected,
the Kekulé distortion opens a gap at the K point. The valence
bands are qualitatively similar in 2DGLLB(-SC) and 2DLDA.
However, as in the case of regular AG, the 2DGLLB(-SC)
bands are less dispersive than in the LDA case. The conduc-
tion bands shows more differences. In particular, �2DLDA

xc = 0,
while �2DGLLB(−SC)

xc = 0. This fact significantly affects the po-
sition of the conduction bands with respect to the bare KS
bands.

FIG. 6. Left: Lattice of artificial graphene (upper panel) and that
with the Kekulé distortion (lower panel). Right: Rectangular unit cell
containing four pillarlike quantum dots with depth �V0. The used
parameter values are a = 150 nm, V0 = 0.60 meV, R = 52.5 nm,
and �V0 = 0 · · · 0.40 meV.
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FIG. 7. Energy bands of artificial graphene (upper row) and that with the Kekulé distortion of �V0 = 0.30 meV (lower row) along the
symmetry path 	-M-K-	 obtained with the 2DLDA (left column), 2DGLLB-SC (center column), and 2DGLLB (right column). The valence
and conduction bands are labeled as V.B. and C.B., respectively. The Fermi energy (dashed line) is set to zero. The solid lines show the actual
conduction bands, and the dashed lines show the bare Kohn-Sham bands.

In order to examine the difference mentioned above, in
Fig. 8 we plot the fundamental gaps G2DGLLB(−SC)

� and G2DLDA
�

as a function of the distortion parameter �V0. The differences
clearly reflect the fact that G2DLDA

� = �2DLDA
KS for all periodic

systems as �2DLDA
xc = 0. Instead, in the case of the 2DGLLB(-

SC) potential, G2DGLLB(−SC)

� = �2DGLLB
KS . For vanishing distortion,

we recover the Dirac cones, i.e., G2DGLLB(−SC)

� = G2DLDA
� = 0.

Figure 8 also shows that the KS gaps are almost identical
in the 2DLDA and 2DGLLB-SC cases. Both, however, differ
from the case of the 2DGLLB-model potential.

How accurate are these results? A recent analysis [97] has
illustrated that the (3D) GLLB-SC potential is among the
DFT approximations that perform the best for 2D materials;

FIG. 8. Fundamental gap G� and Kohn-Sham gap �KS at the K
point in artificial graphene with Kekulé distortion as a function of
�V0 (see Fig. 6) obtained within the 2DLDA and 2DGLLB(-SC)
approximations.

it yields band gaps that are quite close to G0W0 results. Be-
cause the 2DGLLB-SC potential derived here is obtained by
revising the original GLLB potential by changing its features
due to electrons in 3D to those of electrons in 2D, we ex-
pect that the 2DGLLB-SC potential may be as accurate for
periodic arrays of 2D quantum dots as the original GLLB-SC
potentials is accurate for single-layered 3D materials. The
accuracy reported for the 2DGLLB potential for single QDs
in the previous section is in line with this expectation.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In the past decades, advances in semiconductor technology
have led to the development of artificial electronic systems
in reduced dimensions. In the physics of two-dimensional
(2D) electronic systems we have also witnessed a shift in the
focus from single quantum dots to periodic arrays of various
lattice configurations, thus following the rapid development
of atomic two-dimensional materials. However, the toolbox of
electronic structure calculations for low-dimensional systems
still requires vigorous efforts to reach the level that is currently
available for regular atoms, molecules, and solids in three
dimensions.

In this paper, we have advanced a density functional
approach via direct orbital-dependent modeling of the Kohn-
Sham potential. The modeling presented here is analogous
to what has been successfully put forward for regular three-
dimensional (3D) materials [62,64,70]. In particular, here we
have worked out a shift from the domain of 3D atomic mate-
rials to the domain of 2D semiconductor devices.

The resulting approximations involve a computational cost
which is comparable to that of a standard semilocal density
functional for total energy calculations. Yet, they address the
estimation of the fundamental gaps of 2D single quantum
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dots as well as of periodic arrays thereof. These estimations
include key contributions which are beyond the bare Kohn-
Sham gaps.

Having enabled estimations of the band gaps for periodic
2D systems at an advanced level of theoretical consistency,
our results pre-date both ab initio methods (whose implemen-
tation is, to the best of our knowledge, yet to be made available
for the periodic systems considered here) and experimental

measurements (which seem to be rather difficult to be per-
formed).
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